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Acuflo’s GM900S manifold meets its match!
Following factory laboratory testing over 2009 and successful field trials over
2010, Acuflo in 2011 released its new CM2000 Composite manifold to the
market for general sale.
Acuflo’s GM900S bronze manifold has for many years remained New
Zealand’s most specified and installed manifold. This has been achieved
through proven performance, reliability and dedicated after sales support. Nine
different brands of meter manifold with dual check and isolating valve have
been sold against the GM900S in New Zealand over the past 10 years. While
these were originally from places like the UK, Australia and South Africa the
latest remaining competitors come from China in either brass or plastic bodies.
Due to lack of support and most not living up to the customers expectations
established through their use of the Acuflo bronze GM900S these numerous
competitors manifolds have left the market. Some have resulted in Councils
implementing an active removal process with the others being removed only
once a problem develops.

It looks like the GM900S may have met its match!
For the first 6 months of 2011 following general release, the Acuflo CM2000
composite manifold has seen strong Council approval and take up across the
Country. One in every five Acuflo manifold sold in 2011 has been a CM2000
composite manifold.
With every CM2000 being designed, injection moulded, assembled and
individually tested in New Zealand by Acuflo, catering for the increasing
demand can be met without delay. Buying New Zealand Kiwi made product
also reduces imports, provides local employment and reduces your carbon foot
print with an estimate 40% less energy being expended through the installation
of the Composite CM2000, over brass manifolds shipped halfway around the
world.
This suggests a win win if the GM900S has met its match.
With the price of the CM2000 set at $74.00 some $29.00 less than the brass
GM900S the environment will not be the only saving worth making.
The compelling advantages for change to the CM2000 will see it out selling the
GM900S in the near future. Acuflo have no plans to remove the GM900S and as
always, wish our customers to have a choice of product.

